MEDIUM ACCENT LIGHT
HDAMACW/HDAMACBK

- Advanced touch-sensing technology
- Turn on/off by placing your hand on top of the light
- Control dimming by gently sweeping your finger around the rim
- 6 Energy Efficient LEDs produce less heat than standard bulbs and never need replacing
- USB cord (5 ft/1.5 m) and adaptor for AC power

DESIGNATION: Energizer Household Lighting
The Ambiana Collection

PRODUCT DETAIL: Medium Accent Light

MODEL: HDAMACW/HDAMACBK
COLOR: Pearlescent White or Black Gloss

POWER SOURCE: Universal Voltage
USB Cord / AC Outlet

LAMP: 6 White LEDs
LAMP LIFE (hour): 50,000
LIGHT OUTPUT (lumens): 70
COLOR TEMPERATURE (Kelvin): 3000
COLOR RENDERING INDEX: > 80
ENERGY (Watts): 5
EFFICACY (Lumen/Watt): 14
DIMENSIONS (mm): 210 x 90 x 90
DIMENSIONS (in): 8.5 x 3.5 x 3.5
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